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it the Sandwich and Society. Islands, assistance as its situation should re policy. In this country, the service's ’ ally intended for the ocean surge alone*
of our seamen are voluntary ; no im-| through the quiet valleys of an interior'
and the Coast of. California. He was quire. His report is annexed.
pressment or other mode of compulsion ¡country ! In Scotland, at present along
successful
in
discovering
two
of
the
Occasional
visits
of
our
armed
ves

a JAMES K. REMICH, ■
crew of the Globe, who alone remained sels
:
to this Agency, while in its present is, or-ought to be applied, to force them j the Caledonian canal, a noble frigate
1 L-0(jd terms by 1
opposite the meeting-house.
upon the Island, and they were brought state
;
will be useful; but as one of those to perform the duties of peace, or fight ¡may be seen, wanderjng, as it were
■ JOHN
---to the United. States and surrendered* attached
;
to the West 'India Squadron the battles of the country in war. But amohg the inland solitudes, and dis
!827.
omSIx. BOOmOT.
to the civil authority, but were proba- can
,
be spared for t hat object, no other in proportion to the voluntary charac playing her grace and majesty to the
if'
NAVAL REPORT.
bly among the least criminal of the mu need be commissioned, unless it should ter of the service, ought to be the effort astonished gaZe of the mountain shep
®
Jsi^pxtra^l from the “ Report of the Secreta- tineers. He also visited the other pla be the will of Congress to devote one to render that service pleasant, and to herd ; and having traversed the king
ru of the Navy^ accompanying the ces pointed out in his instructions.
< more exclusively to cruise in con create every inducement to join it. dom, and visited the lonely lakes, whose
or
ereSident'S M^age.
.
.
At a subsequent period Master Com nexion with it, and the suppression of And when it is perfectly understood, by waters until now had only borne the
f dayof July
The vessels in commission during mandant Jones, in the Peacock, passed the
all who are acquainted with the char skiff of the hunter, she descends again
,
Slave Trade.
about2 yearspastyear. have been employed in
over a part of the same route, and ob
The state of the Agency is as favora acter of the seaman, that his foresight by the steps of the liquid stair, and
;es.1 yplOJo|ffihe manner exhibited in the lasbannual tained much valuable information in ble as could have been anticipated. is seldom directed to any other object safely resumes her usual place among’
>unk, Dec. 7, 1827. '*cport.
ib»
relation to our commerce, and made ar- Buildings
;
and improvements are very | thajï. a place of refuge, when disease the waves,”
tSV'TT"" The duties assigned to the officers rangements with the Governments exist- i
nearly completed, which will be suffi and misfortune overtake him, surely
-Z
been performed to the satisfaction ing in some of the Society and Sandwich cient
- MAXIMS.
<
to receive and accommodate 150 that place of refuge ought not to be
if the Department, and no occurrences Islands, from which it is hoped security liberated
A mild tempered woman is a balsam
’
Africans, which is as many as wanting.
persons
>n board tbe sh'PS cal1 i<J1' Parlicolar
that heals matrimonial sorrows*
and advantage will result to our vessels will probably be recaptured at any one
Choose a wife as you would a knife,
MS SCE&3^ WEO VS.
di'I’LETT, eilh<oticcvisiting them either for refreshmentor time.
i
Those who have been sent pre
4io,se debts havehj The several squadrons have been as tpade. These cruises have comfirmed vious
—by her temper.
■
to the present year, have ceased
What do you know about it ?
as usual from disease. Paper A,
A perverse woman is like a perpet
i be .an expense to the Government,
Uncle Josey was a particular man ;
^tion mii^ld^hows the deaths, resignations-and dis- the opinion which directed tne origin- to
al instructions to Commodore Hull. and
;
are now in a comfortable Lluation, he had been in the fierce contests ual blister.
hose who wish tosjuissibnk which have taken place.
It is with men as with barrels—the
Our commerce in that ocean is aug- capable
<
of taking care of themselves, of our revolution, and had followed
call on
j?;SSential service has been rendered mentingwith great rapidity. During and
emptiest
make the most sound.
:
acquiring property and respecta the standard of Wayne on his Indian
I LIAM GOOffl1!0 our Commerce and our political rela- the last year, not less than five millions bility among those of their own color, expedition-—accordingly, with all his
That which is bdught cheap, is gen
RON MAXWEtfions, by the squadron in the Mediter- of American property, and two thou- and
i
in their native land.
queerness, he was a most interesting erally the dearest.
Nov.24,1827. Anean, under the command of Com. sand seamen were in the single port of
Do not attempt to be a public speak
During the past summer 142 were old soldier. I remember well, how we
7~~~T?lodgers. Although the war in the Arch- Honolulu : being drawn there for traf- sent
er,
unless you have a clear voice and a
;
from Savannah to the Agency.
H
jpelago continues with an increasing re- fick, refreshment or repair. The mul They were brought into Georgia in the little folks used to hang around him, as clear head.
behind the old stove, on winter eve
Subscribers havingxation of discipline & control over the tiplied difficulties to which they are year 1820, in the General Ramirez,
nings, he recounted, perhaps for the When you have seen other countries,
you will know how to value your own.
hnt fh n>t Kthvili“®’essels
one ot
contending parties, subjected by the nature of their em and have been, from that time to the hundredth time, the scenes of war.
Let us enjoy the present—we mayx
’ the first oUanuaS0^ difficulties have existed between one ployment, and the character of the peo last spring, in a course of litigation, and
The old man is gone—he died a
?bted are requested^ more of the Barbary States and some ple and Governments of the Islands, at a great expense to the Government.
Christian soldier. One lesson J learnt have trouble enough hereafter.
’'the powers of Europe, yet the pres- demand an effort on our part to afford As soon as the Department was au from him which 1 should never forget
When children are little, they make
nber 17^ 1827. ^^nce anJ activity of our vessels of war, effectual protection to them.—At least thorized to take charge of and remove
—never to utter about men or matters their parents’ head ache—when they
-------———-mder the skilful direction of the com- four vessels of respectable size ought them, measures wfere taken to that pur of life what I do not personally know. grow up, they make their hearts ache4
A wise man will bend a little, rather
Wiander’ liave protected our numerous to be constantly in the Pacific, and the pose.
He was a bitter enemy to the Hearsay
^merchant vessels and our growing com- distance from the United States renders
They were received at tfie Agency, family. One question usually settled a than be torn up by the roots. .
>vKNiSiri(IS[ierce fr°m serious interruption. The this impossible unless six vessels in and disposed of in such way, that they
matter with him, “ What do you know., He who has good health is young—ber 17. ° ’
bree should not be diminished, and no commission be devoted to that object. will occasion very little expense for about it?” His plan was to take noth he who owes nothing is. rich.
~rT?hange is designed by the Department, —With this number, and by a proper the first six months, and none after ing, for which the retailer would not
A good man is always at home,
ftxeept in the vessels. The squadron arrangement in sending them out alter-i wards. And I believe U may now be consent to be responsible. Evexy ar wherever be may be.
.
__ ,vill this year consist of the Delaware, nately by Cape Horn and the Cape of confidently asserted, that the principal
ticle of news must be warranted.
OEL >Vpfava,Lexinglon, Warren and Porpoise, Good Hope, large benefits would be.iI cost in the establishment of this Agen- Would it not be of vast importance in
A little travelling Frenchman chanc
T JUST RFWnd
be commanded by Captain secured. This, number, however, can- ;i ey has been encountered, and that society, if every man would think of ed to breakfast at a tavern in company
y of
GOOiCnane.
not be so employed, unless the vessels whenever, in the execution of the laws, this question-—“ What do you' know with a tall, bony Jonathan, whose ap>
■mer stock comprisesi
piracies have been, committed in in commission be increased,.
Africans shall be recaptured, it will be about it?” How much scandal would petite was in proportion to the magni
tofr ,■
.r fhe West Indies. The prudent and acMaster Commandant Jones was in in. the power of the Government to be saved, how many dark surmises, tude of hi§ form, and who ate more in
n’application of our small force, has structed to. endeavor to relieve those place, them at the Agency, at a sum not how many unkind suspicions would be a meal than little Monsieur would id a
^Accomplished' all that was anticipated
week. The Frenchman was astonish
exceeding S25 each. After their arri
Coumiy pX fom.it. Captain Ridgely continues in Islands from American seamen who val, the expense will be small, and will choaked in their birth. If we would ed at his gastronomic performances,
live comfortably in this busy tell-tale
had improperly deserted from whaling
O~Many Ne-w Grommand there.
and other vessels, and taken refuge not continue longer than six, oi\J£l most world, we must practice on the old gen and after restraining his curiosity for
, which they canseh The causes which induced theGovsome time, asked, with a flourishing
tleman’s rule.
v
2bunk»Nov. 10th,W,rnment tQ orcjer the squadron to the there tQ the annoyance not only of the nine months.
bow’—Sare, vil you be so polite as to
people, but to the injury o,f our own
The object of the laws for the sup
tell me is dat your breakfass or yotiC
Roasts of Brazil and Buenos Ayres still citizens ; to make arrangements by pression of the Slave Trade hau been
ECHO.
©/'I (itexist- The Cyano has returned and a
“ As a wave of water turns back at a dinner vat you make ?” The Yankee
which such desertions might be ’pre in this respect, accomplished, and the
v
. • elief for the Macedonian must be sent vented ; and, if possible, to secure cer effects on the trade itself will be saluta small wall, or obstacle, and at any dis at first made no reply; but Monsieur,
, subscriber havingb
f
. kuf iho
leOverseersofW the course of next summei ; but the tain debts due to our citizens by the ry.—It will lie perceived, by the re tance from it after the reflection is just not satisfied, again asked—“ Do Safe,
ls, for the support oUbrce will not be diminished.
Some of people and Government. It is hoped port of Lieut. Norris, that it is nearly what it would have been at the same aVe de politeness to tell me is dat you
to said town Mur merchant vessels, on that coast, have
that he was successful in these objects extinct in the neighbourhood of Messu- distance beyond, only moving in an bteakfass or ycur dinner vat you
caPtured &
and that many inconveniences to our rado, and, if the cruises of our own and opposite direction, so the pulses or make?^’—u Go to the devil,” says Jon*
(exceptingthosepemor real or pretended violations of diock- whaling and other vessels will be here
other Governments are vigilant, a check waves of sfcund are regularly reflected athan, feeling himself insulted. A
nade special ^Wdes, and of the laws of the country.—A
may be given, to it, every where, and from flat surfaces, and produce what is challenge ensued, and the Kentucky
after in some degree avoided.
ofthem have been released uP'oni
called echo. Such flat surfaces of na rifle proved too much for the little
Thé sailors were removed from the perhaps its-existence destroyed.
JOSIAS Llffie application and remonstrances of our Islands by being induced to enter, ei
1 annex certain papers, which show ture’s work are found only among the Frenchman’s vitality. While he was
AU ^nrcrwjava!officers, whose zeal, industry and ther on bboard the Peacock or some the manner in which, the Agency has rocks and hills; hence the beautiful w rithing in his last agonies, Jonathan’s
S. AJ pers®haye been comraendable. Capt.
other ship which was in want of their been conducted, the amount of money fiction of the ancient poets, that' Echo compassion was awakened, and he en
continues in command there.
the little Frenchman if there
'services.
which has been expended upon it du was a nymph w-ho dwelt concealed treated
was
any
thing that he could do for him
er, as no expeusew A number of our seamen have been
The reports of Master Commandant ring the year, the present state of the among the rocks. Science has now dis though‘it cost him years tb perform it,
will be paid.
-oun^ ¡n a state of distress on that staclosed
the
secret
of
the
viewless
echo;
appropriation,and
an
estimate
of-the
>, Nov. 18 • •ion, and1 some
n „ in other narts
parts of South Jones, upon the subjects confided to funds necessary for its support.
but who does not vividly recollect to let him know, and it should be done.
America ; having befen thrown out of’ him, are too voluminous to be annexed
the
wonder and delight with which he “ Oh, Monsieur,” replied the little dy
The
“
act
in
addition
to
the
acts
pro

ing man, “ Tell me if dat you dinnair or
fo-Rign employment into which to this report.
In directing the movements of our hibiting the Slave Trade,” and appro-- has listened, in the morning of his you breakfass vat you did make, and E
' hey had entered. In many cases their
days
to
his
shrill
call
returned
to
him
priating
$100,000,
was
passed
3d
' y, distresses have been relieved, and the squadron in the Pacific, great difficulty
will die happie.”
March, 1819. Subsequent appropria from some bold precipice^ across the
lies VemfMhcans afforded of reaching their homes, is encountered from the immense dis tions
plain
or
the
river,
or
sent
down
to
him
have
been
made
for
the
same
ob
W’hen Abbas the Great was hunting
has been the policy of the Govern■ tance and the impossibility of regular ject, and the whole amount expended again from the vaulted roof of ocean’s
in the valley, he met one morning as the
ed , * .Jnertt, seconded by our officers, to treat. and speedy communication with it. It
caves ?”
Elements of Physdcs.
upon
it
is
$
—
:
—
.
day daw’ned an uncommonly ugly man,
hem with kindness, and induce them is therefore proper, again, to advert to
It has been customary with the Deat the sight of whom his horse started.
OIX cheerfully to return to this country,, the establishment of a regular passage
. WAVES.
Being nearly dismounted and deeming
ivhere their services are always useful. and communication through the Isth- partaient, for two or three years past,
w The common cause of waves is the it a bad omen, he called out in a rage
I SJLE ¿T
jn the Pacific, the squadron lately mus of Panama, which has heretofore! to direct the attention of our commandiOS. O» W:oramanded by Capt. Hull, and at pres- been urged in more than one annual ing officers abroad to the propriety of friction of the wind upon the surface of to have his head struck off.—-The poor'
17.
ent by Capt. Jones, has afforded all the report, and on which a detailed state adding something to the agricultural, the water. Little ridges or elevations peasant whom they had seized, and were
----- “^T^J^protection which the smallness of its ment was made to the Naval Commit while they were protecting the com first appear, which, by continuence of on the point of executing, prayed that he
the force, gradually increase until they might be informed of his crime. 41 Your
A l^nForce, its immense distance from this tee in January, 1 826, in answer to a mercial interest of the nation, by procu
country, and the nature of the naviga- resolution of the House of Representa ring information respecting valuable become the rolling mountains seen crime, said the king, is your ugly coun
'— Lion on the western coasts of South tives of 22d December preceding. animals, seeds, and plants, and" import where the winds sweep over a great tenance, which was the first object I
^America would permit. Until within It would produce a saving of money ; ing such as they could conveniently, extent of water. The heaving of the i saw this morning, and which had near
CAPSt .he last eighteen months its operations facility in directing the operations of without inattention to their more appro bay of Biscay, and still more that of ly caused me to fall from my horse.”
the open ocean beyond the southern
C47 77 RY
have been confined almost entirely to our force ; comfort and convenience to priate duties. Very few of them have capes of America and Africa, is one ex- “Alas! said the man, by this reckon
returned
without
some
valuable
impor

our
officers,
and
its
effects
on
the
com

ing, what term njust I apply to your
i aneighborhood of Chili and Peru.^
moincfif
jesty’sc countenance,
rnn n tiin n nrn vizlur*«
which was
txroa the
I
rf’here the war then existing between merce of the country would be saluta tations of the kind. More precise and treme, and the stillness of the tropic- ma
T" ?. iwjHC^ afe guarded by near ^rst opject my eyes mct this morning,
'1SH-------------------- countries and Spain rendered its ry. Cheap as the operation might be detailed instructions have, under your al seas,
,c ,hn i1n the and which is to cause my death.”
10,1827^————^ipresence necessary-. rI hat war has made ; simple and unostentatious as directions, and in connection with the encircling lands, is" the other,
vast
archipelago
of
the
East, where
Treasury
Department,
been
prepared,
the
plan
is,
it
would
go
far
to
effect
a
MITflUfOLcrminated, but the'necessity for a small
MeTHUSALÀH NOT SO OLD AS HE MIGHT
w/orce there still continues; and the change in our commercial transactions and will hereafter be given to each offi Borneo, and Java, and Sumatra lie,
and
the
Molucca
islands
and
the
Philcer
who
commands
a
vessel
in
commis

HAve
been.—The London Allas tells us,
with
the
Pacific
Ocean
and
Chinese
JANTlTYofd^vahts of our commerce in other parts
Sea, and be the avenue through which sion. The most beneficial results are lipines the sea is often fanned only by that> accordihg to one of the Jewish Au’’’
the Pacific, calls for ies increase.
In the original, instructions to Com- a large amount of the precious metals anticipated from this course, and will the land and sea breezes, and is like a i thorities, Methusalah did not live as
’k.e"WL
o<jore nun,
jjull, he was
directed, when
find their way to this country.. certainly be produced, so far as they smooth bed, on which these islands,! jong as he might have done, had he aN
ch a liberal
liberalppilice
mooore
" an uucvicu,
wnvu (would
,
x-r.
tnVahis presence on the coast could be disLieutenant M’ Keever, in the Schoon- are practicable by the individual exer seem to sleep in bliss—islands m which ! tended to good advice ; for it is written,
’fiensed with, to visit the Sandwich Isl- er Shark, left New-York, on the 24th tions of the officers, there being no ap the spice and perfume gardens of the;that ashe was sleeping on the ground,
’3,1827. _^D^nds, to protect our interest and acquire July, for a cruise among the fisheries propriation out of which any money, world are embowered and where the jwhen well stricken in years, an angel
bird of paradise has its home, and theicarn^to him and told him, that if he
^7 f information respecting our commerce in j to the North, and to look after and pro- can betaken for this desired object.
Two buildings a Hospital at Norfolk, golden pheasant, and a hundred others , WOuld rise up and build himself a house
J 'O -^^.hat quarter.-—-Subsequent orders to ! tect our interests in that quarter. He
mHE
same effect wefe given, and partic- ( returned on the 6th October, having and an Asylum at Philadelphia, are of brilliant plumage—whose flight is to pve jn, he would live 500 years
by ^p?i?ijlar objects recommended to his atten- ■ accomplished satisfactorily the objects progressing very-satisfactorily ; and if among thickets so luxuriant, and sce- |onger> Methuselah made answer that
duties not permitting him to i of his cruises. His report is annexed, the funds were put in a proper condi nery so picturesque, that European qt was not worth while to take a house
nquireoi
absent he entrusted to other officers, ¡The benefits heretofore resulting from tion, the whole might be completed in strangers find there the fairy land of for so short a term!” And so he died
ib.
before he was a thousand years old.
6
^___^-moder his command, the execution of the annual Visits of our armed vessels to two years, and form, together, a Hospi their youthful dream.”
Lieutenant Percival, in ¡.these fisheries, indicate clearly the du- tal Establishment, at least-as creditable
to the country and beneficial to the
CALEDONIAN CANAL.
An Irish gentleman lately fought a
Dolphin, was sent to the Mulgrave | ty of continuing the practice.
“ And what a glorious triumph to sci duel with his intimate friend, because
1 ««orW^IslandsV-in search of the mutineers of Lieutenant Norris, in the Schooner service, as that belonging to any other
good asb ^¿he ship Globe, with instructions, after | Shark, visited the Agency at Messura- nation. The completion of this estab ence and art it i^ to be able to conduct he jocosely asserted, “ that he was“
zg for salff al accomplishing that specific duly, to vis- f do in January last, to render to it such lishment is demanded by the plainest vessels of all kinds, even those origin born without a shirt to his back.”*
4PI P'pp
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ÜMïTO ÖTATBS COMöaSSS; the President was requested to commué
TWENTIETH CONGRESS.......... ..FIRST SESSION,

IN SENATE.
MONDAY, DEC.

17.

Mr. Hayne presented the memorial
of sundry citizens of Boston and its vi
cinity, praying that no additional duty
be imposed on, imports, especially of
Woollens, which was read and refer
red* The Committee on Finance re
ported, without amendment, the bill re
pealing, in part, the duty on imported
Salt. Air. Johnson, of Ky. submitted
a resolution for the examination of all
the sites on the Western waters, hither
to proposed as suitable for the estab
lishment of a National Armory, in sub
stitution of the resolution withdrawn by
him on Friday.
The resolution submitted on Friday,
by Mr. Smith, of Md. extending the
term of drawback allowed to exporters
of foreign goods ; for the erection of
warehouses in the principal cities of
the United States ; and to allow draw
backs on packages deposited in the
public Warehouses; was then consid
ered. Mr. Chandler remarked, that it
appeared to him that the^ resolutions
would be more satisfactory were the
words altered so as to include towns as
well as cities. The resolution thus
modified, was agreed to.
DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE?
Mr. Dickerson introduced a bill for
distributing a portion of the revenue
of the United States, amongst the
several States. Read a first time.
tO~Thc sum proposed is five millions
of dollars.
[On Tuesday the bill was read a
second time, and referred to Messrs.
Dickerson, Branch, Rowan, Smith, of
Md. Berrien, Tazewell, and Webster.]
TUESDAY, DEC.

18.

The resolution relative to abolishing
all discriminating duties on the vessels
of Foreign Powers, extending the samb
measure to those of this Country •; was
considered and agreed to.
The memorials and petitions of those
who suffered by French spoliations
previous to the year 1800, were order
ed to a Select Committee. Messrs,
Chambers, Webster, Berrien, Taze
well, Parris, Hayne, and Johnston of
La. appointed.
A petition from the surviving officers
of the'Continental army, praying for
the half pay which they were promised,
was referred to a select committee ;
Messrs. Woodbury, Harrison, Berrien,
Van Buren and Webster, appointed.
WEDNESDAY, DEC.

19.

The resolution by Mr. Johnson, of
Ky. in relation td an inquiry as to light
houses, &c. erected by the British on
the Coast of Florida, was considered
and agreed to.
A Resolution was submitted by Mr.
Silsbee, That the Committee on Fi
nance be instructed to inquire into the
expediency of reducing the present rate
of duties on Wines and Teas.—And an
other by Mr. Parris, That the Com
mitted on the Judiciary he instructed
to inquire into the expediency of pro
viding for erecting suitable buildings for
the accommodation of the Courts of
the United States in the several Judi
cial Districts.
The bill to abolish imprisonment for
debt, was then taken up ; and Mr. John
son of Ky. addressed the Senate at
much length in favor of the bill ; after
which the Senate adjourned.
THURSDAY, DEC.

20.

The principal part of the day was
occupied on the unfinished business of
yesterday—the bill to abolish impris
onment for debt. The debate was an
imated, and continued to a later hour
than usual and the further considera
tion of it was postponed till Friday
week.
The Secretary of the Treasury trans
mitted an account of the-amount of du
ties on impost and tonnage received in
Florida, since its cession.
Adjourned to Monday.

nicate the Correspondence of this Gov
ernment with that of Groat Britain, rel
ative to the free navigation of the river
St. Lawrence, if not incompatible with
public interest "to communicate the
same.
Of numerous Resolutions submitted,
were one by Mr. Varnum, on the sub
ject of the removal of the sand bar at
the mouth of the Merrimac, and for
the improvement of the harbor of New
buryport. And one by Mr. Anderson
for inquiry into the expediency of erect
ing a Custom-House, and Warehouse in
Portland.
The Speaker laid before the House
a communication from the Post MasterGeneral on the obstructions that exist
on the great mail route from’ Natches
to New-Orleans, to the transportation
of the mail, &c. The expense of re
moving them is estimated at $10,50Q.
Referred to the Committee on Post
Roads.
Adjourned.
TUESDAY, DEC.

18.

Of numerous resolutions submitted
were, one by Mr* Bartlett, of N. H. for
inquiring into the expediency of caus
ing to be paid to the Commissioners of
the Navy Hospitals such sum as may
be due to the Navy Hospital Fund,
from the Treasury of the United
States.—After an explanation of the
subject by Mr. B. the resolution was
adopted. [O^rThe above fund is rais
ed by a monthly deduction from the
pay of the officers and men in the Na
val service, paid into the Treasury ;
and according to a recent report of the
Board of Commissioners, ft appeared
that a balance was due from the Treas
ury to the Fund of §262,000.]
Removal of the Indians. The res
olution offered by Mr. Mitchell, of
Tennessee, for inquiring into the expe
diency of adopting measures for the re
moval of all the Indian tribes living East
of the Mississippi to the West of said
river, was taken up, explained by the
mover, and after some, remarks by
Messrs. Lumpkin and Livingston on
the subject, was adopted.
Adj.
WEDNESDAY, DEG. 19.

Mr. Smyth, of Va. introduced reso
lutions for an amendment of the U.S.
Constitution, so that no person shall be
a second time elected 1 resident; and
providing for the balloting of the elec
toral college in the third year of the
presidential term; when, if no choice
be made, the people in the fourth year
Shall vote directly for one of the two
highest candidates, which votes shall
be transmitted to Washington and
counted as one for each state, as the
majority in each state may be ; if no
choice be thus made, the representa
tives shall elect by states as at present.
No member of Congress to receive an
appointment from the President in
whose election he may have given a
vote.
Mr. M’Duffie proposed another amendment, Confining the election of
President and Vice President to the
people, in uniform district’s, the majori
ty in each ■ to count as one electoral
vote. Both motions were referred to
the committee of the whole.
Of the petitions referred to day sev
eral were presented by Messrs. O’Bri
en, Andprson, Harvey, Pearce and
Swift.
Commitlee on Public 'Buildings.—
Messrs. Van Rensselaer, Everett, Gar
row, Taliaferro, Frost, Pierson and
King.
’
Adjourned.
THURSDAY, DEC.

20.

A large number of petitions, reports
of Committees, and Resolutions were
disposed of.
SALE OF BANK STOCK.
Mr. P. P. Barbour, agreeably-to,no
tice given yesterday, called up his res
olution relative to the sale of Bank
Stock. He unfolded his views in a
speech of some length. He was replied
to by Messrs. Barney, M’Duffie, and
Drayton. On motion of Mr. Taylor,
it was decided, that, when the question
should be taken, it be by Yeas and
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. Nays'. No question was taken on the
MONDAY, DEC. 17.
resolution, when the House
Sixty-two memorials and petitions
Adjourned to Friday.
were presented to-day ; several of them
DRESS AND ADDRESS.
by Messrs. Anderson, McIntire, and
As a clergyman, whose dress and appear
Sprague of Maine ; Messrs. Allen Rich ance
bore testimony of his occupation, was
ardson, Gorham (being the petition of lately riding to the west, he was met by a
citizens of Boston against the increase man of hard countenance and swaggeringap
who addressed him as follows :
of the tariff on foreign importation) and pearance,
How do you do, G—d d-—n you, Mr. Preach
Bates of Mass. ; Messrs. Mervin and er ?—I am in good health,5 replied the stran
ger in black, ‘ how do you do Mr. Jackson
Plant, of Conn, and Mr. Buck of Vt.
Ale mor ids from the Wool-Growers ian ?’ ‘ Well*guessed, by G—d, a true Jackson man, sure enough, says the other. ‘ But,’
and Manufacturers of Connecticut; interrupted
the clergyman, 41 how do you
from the Citizens of Philadelphia, and know me to b© 'a preacher
“ By' your
of Chester County, Pennsylvania, all dres^,” says the man. * But how could you
me to be a Jackson man ?’ ‘ By your ad
in favor of an increase of the tariff, were tell
dress, sir,’ replied the preacher.
also presented, and referred.
Sundry' private and local bills were ' ,Hon, John Bell has been nominated for
reported by Committees.
“ Governor of New-Hampskire*

’ WRECKS.
The.Norfolk Beacon states that the schr.
Lady/Adams; Say ward, nine days from St.
Thomas, bound to Baltimore, laden with
coffee, molasses, wine, &c. went ashore in
very thick weather on Sunday evening 16th,
at 5 o’clock, about two miles to the south
ward of Cape Henry Light. The \esscd
had bilged and the 'qoffee was damaged.
Crew and passengers saved. Passengers,
Capt. Trepker, of Boston. Mr. John Gibbs,
of Antigua, and Mr. Timothy Bourne, mate,
and Charles Everett, tboy,) lately belonging
to the schr. Evergreen, Samuel Bourne, mas
ter, of and from Falmouth, (Mass.) laden
with a cargo of Potatoes, fish and salt, bound
to Norfolk, whence she sailed about the 4th
ult. Tlie first night out the Evergreen ex
perienced a-violent gale of wind from N. W.
which continued four days, and drove her to
the S. of the Gulf.—Capt. Bourne and Thom
as Baker were knocked overboard soon after
the commencement of the gate; the boat
was immediately cut loose from the davits,
but nothing was heard of Capt. B. afterwards.
Baker got ffiold of the main-sheet, but the
weather being very cold, whilst in the act of
getting him outboard, he let go his hold and
sunk to rise no more. The vessel lost all her
sails, her rudder irons became loose, and had
sprung aleak. The mate and boy finding it
impossible to get her into port, abandoned
her on the 14th following, and were taken
on board the schr. Columbus, Carey; from
Providence, (R. L) bound to St. Thomas,
saving nothing but their clothing.
The Dominico Colonist of Nov. 5, says :—
By a letter received last week from Tortola,
we are informed that a vessel was seen from
the shore of that Island bottom upwards,
and by the assistance of boats after great ex
ertion she was towed to the land. She ap
peared to be an American vessel, from the
United States to the West Indies, and laden
with flour. By the clothes and other articles
(which at the time the letter was written
were only got at by diving,) there appeared
to have been a number of passengers on
board, men, women and children ; some of
the bodies have been found in a shockingstate of putrefaction and were interred.

A private letter from Raleigh, (Noith
Carolina) of the 11 th instant, says
“ The cause of the Administration is in
creasing here greatly. Our Convention for
the nomination of an"Electoral Ticket will
be respectably attended, and will contain*
some of our most distinguished men. We
have a County meeting here on Saturday
next which I have no doubt wilt be very re
spectable.”

FROM WASHINGTON.'
A correspondent to tlie N. Y. Com. Adver
tiser thus writes of affairs at head quarters :
Politically, every thing wears an aspect
singularly tranquil. The opposition seèm to
have exhausted all their themes of abu^e.
With a majority in both houses of Congress,
the opponents of the administration find no
errors to redeem, no abuses to correct, no
wrongs to avenge, and no “ corrupt bargains”
to expose. Over all that concerns individual
happiness and national prosperity-, the gov
ernment is most industriously watchful. In
all that advances and exalts a nation, we are
blessed beyond the widest hopes of any other
people upon the globe.
In addition to the letters of Mr. Clay to
Dr. Godman and Gen. M’Clare. I am in
formed thatpur beloved La Fayette has
interposed to vindicate the reputation of a
distinguished statesman from a foul and de
liberate calumny. Mr. Clay, it appears,
avowed to the Nation’s Guest, at an early
day_his determination of voting for Mr. Ad
ams ; and for the satisfaction of the Ameri
can people, to whom the fame of her patriot
ic sons is dear-, 1 hope the persons to whom
this attestation ©f Mr.Clay’s innocence was
communicated, will be induced to allow its
publication.

MORGAN—AGAIN.
The Orleans (Albion) paper,last received,
after alluding to Hill as the murderer'of
Morgan,” says :—“ 'This man has undergone
another strict examination, by three attornies, in the presence of many other respecta
ble gentlemen, which continued six hojirs
and respited as we are informed by à gentle
man present, in the intire conviction of all
who attended, that he is in tact the murder
er ofWm. Morgan. He has accordingly,
on his own confession, been committed to
prison. He stated, we are fold, in the most
positive and explicit terms, every transac
tion, and particularly respecting the awful
tragedy, without the least contradiction or
discrepancy. He gave the names and num
ber of his accomplices, whom, we believe,
through the timely notice of the Lewistown
convention that they were * all found out,’
have left the country, and it is to be feared
are now beyond the reach of detection and
punishment.”

' '[jousE
A-i-21"
flav, wer(
Bv Me
Federalism ! We have no other infOr YifKewbu
mation relative to thé communication of ; ■ofthe ha
BvMr.
“ Consistent Republican” than is given J ,)n Massa'
the following, extracted from the <S'o%erifj hpusé.
Both re
Journal, of the Wth inst.
“ A “ Consistent Republican,” in-the id ■ merce.
Maine Patriot, pronounces the Kennehp Journal a federal paper, “ which ranks as? Mr. B
colleagues, the Kennqbunk Gazette, Banau the Comi
Register, Oxford Observe]*, and SomeS abiH au
journal—papers which
wmeu are notoriously ” ‘,onl° rr
Journal
ducted by Federal talent, supported bvtX
by th I ” - i ra
dueled
Federal party, and are under Federal 2' c9S.(k
ence.” Why
had not
not this
.
5»
Ahy had
this ‘‘ ConsistentS
Consistent
publican’ kept on with his enumeration ai'^pnev
added to the number of the Journal’s 1 col
L7
leagues’ every paper in New-England which
side
supports the present National Administra iS vt H
tion ? Will a ‘ consistent republican’ be md 1 a ir
enough to name one paper in this State tha K> wil
he considers republican which advocates th.I * • tetre-election of Mr. Adams? The continua agSthis
croaking about Federalists and Federalism G
Vc
which is kept up in the Patriot would lead ’ i hv the
one to suppose that the writers for that panet The T
had
illRt-mpt
111 J
had just
met with
with conversion.—\
verrts’are quite
f apt to ...
let their ___
zeal run awii £ by U
th their reason
reason-—
—and
aniï xvp
fppl rlicr.r.o^.1
with
we. feel
disposed" on/
that account, to make great allowance’^ : Thequ
the correspondents of the Patriot.
! tion of the
It is quite fashionable now-a-days for pet. i follows:
sons who became republicans when their set’
vices were not needed, to talk large and blus ! So the
ter exceedingly about the “ Republican nar. rhe a
ty*’—-just as if the whole salvation of the coontry and the preservation of its republican in.
stitntions depended entirely on their efforts
This zeal would have been much more be bank
coming when it was needed. Real republi* . Perhap
cans k iow how to appreciate the services of î more sing
Mie case
these boisterous champions.”
(House,
It may not be improper to state, thatthej^°US-of
01
I cisively n
number of the Patriot containing the article ’ States^h
alluded to above—and that containing the■: United St
communication of “Atticus,” relative totheexa^^i
concerns of York County, a few weeks since, fevo?forl
have never reached us; although we have | this decis:
regularly received every other number of iaiul w^’-ls
that paper since its commencement.
fenature t
holders ir
the public
Itock
of
We acknowledge the polite attention of
ga
speaks a i:1
Hon. 1. Bartlett, in forwarding us the “An- ^^wiU
nual Report on the State of the Finances. and into tl
[markets, i
Revs •AfizDtanfeZ Q.
was Ordain- ¡tion as rec

I

DUELLING.
A writer in the New York Morning Cour
ier i ecommends that Congress’, in imitation
of.Fredei’ic the 2d of Prussia, pass a law enu
merating the weapons with which it is for
bidden to fight duels, and purposely omitting
to n»ntion sabres and broadswords. .This
(he argues) would prevent duels from termin
ating fatally, as they now do too frequently ;
as wounds given with those weapons very
seldom prove mortal. It seems that this
writer is a man of some distinction, as the
PENSIONERS.
Number of the U. S. Military Pensioners. editor of the Courier states that he ‘ in his ed as an Evangelist, at Lyman, on the 12th (able resul
younger
days was adjutant-general of the ar inst. Introductory Prayer, by Rev. H. Smith. |
.are
—Maine 1210, N. Hampshire 959, Mass. 1904,
of Alfred.—Sermon , and Ordaining Prayer’,fcavg^
R. Island 214, Con. 889, Vermont 1189, N. mies of the French republic.’
York ¿867, N. Jersey 456, Pen»;. 1105, Dela
by Rev. E. Clarke, of Saco.—Right Hand of Kmmerci
BARBARISM.
ware 28, Maryland 419, Virginia 899, N. Ca
Fellowship, by Rev. S. Locke, of Lyman- pnfusingd:
An
Irishman,
employed
in
the
shop
of
one
ro, 336, S. Caro. 138, Georgia 87, Kentucky
637, Tennessee 389, Ohio 641, Louisiana 35, of the respectable mechanics of this town, Charge, by Rev. J. Roberts, of Kennebunk. »)'>as t01
and, of coi
Indiana 207, Mississippi 18, Missouri 65, II li- yesterday, while in the act of shoeing a horse,
”
I Little dou
nois48, Alabama52, Michigan 28, Columbia malignantly struck the noble animal in the
leg, and broke it. We understand, that the
90, Pittsburg Agency 414—Total 16,324.
The Legislature of this State will assemble
Deaths of Pensioners in the year ending master of the shop, immediately, and very at Portland on Wednesday next.
L the inst
4th Sept. 1827, Maine 47, N. H. 23, Mass. 72, properly, dismissed the barbarian from his
Con. 47, R. 1. 9, Vt. 41, N. Y, 109, N. Jersey service. A man who will be guilty of such
TI
21, PennUSo, Maryland 17, N. Caro. 7, S. an outrage, deserves a punishment which
The Hallowell Gazette has been discon
There i:
Caro. 2. Geo. 3, Kentucky 25, Tennessee 7, the laws most unfortunately do not provide. tinued for want of patronage.
The
unoffending
animal,
was
rendered
use

Inow as to
Illinois 2, Indiana 5, Missouri 2, Mississippi,
less by the wound, and to save him from fur
; posing car
Pittsburg Agency 9—Total 491.
ther agony, was put to death.—Prov. paper.
; Of the Of
FROM
COLOMBIA.
„cuvvv tlVl
feeliew,
Extensive counterfeiting operations have
We have been favoured, says the BaitiUwjnbe th<
been broken up or suspended in Philadelphia * Fact.—It has recently been stated to us,
more .Gazette of the 22d inst. with late ad- miscaik
and the vicinity within a few months,through that within a few months a Mercantile House vices
from Cumana, received by the wayoifcporiden
the vigilance of Mr. M’Lean, a High Con in Boston purchased in England an invoice of Saint Thomas. On the 13th of November'[pr0noses
stable of that city.—About a -week since a Wool of the value of five thousand pounds
large number of plates and bills, very close sterling, and after paying commissions on the official intelligence was received at Cumana, ;heard his
the Department of Angostura, announcereminen
imitation^ were found in a mountain near purchase, freight, duties, difference of ex from
Reading, Perm. The plates were on the U. change, and all other charges,s61d the lotto ing that the people had risen en masse, and Lie which
S. Bank for $100, and $5; on the Bank of American manufacturers, and realized a net ejected from office St. Clanco the Inten-Lrstood i
dant,and Gen. Olivarez the Military Com-|pferentia
Delaware for $10 ; Farmer’s Bank, Reading profit ofJive thousand dollars.
mandant, and expelled them the country. AVe are p
$100 ; Manhattan, $10 ; Lehigh Nav. Co.
Asa Alford Tuets, Esq. has been ap This summary act of justice was carried into [choice fot
$10 and Marmé Bank Baltimore. A trunk,
containing a great many plates and bills was pointed Post-Master in this town, in place of effect in consequence of the illiberal and un- People,
patriotic principles of the two individuals,Iprominen
found at a tavern on the Bristol turnpike ; J o h n . W h e e i. e r , ’ Esq. re si gned.
Mr. Wheeler, was appointed Post-Master which were particularly exhibited whenever Harrison
and it is estimated that within the last six
months, upwards of $300,000 of Counterfeit in 1802, and has fulfilled the duties of the of any symptoms of affection were evinced by onfaithfu1
the people to the Constituton. After the steady co
Money have been detected and taken out of fice with attention and ability.
The difference between the business at expulsion of these individuals the Depart-1
circulation, and 14 copper plates of first rate
merit became entirely tranquil, and every| n t r.
workmanship. Many persons have been tri this office at the commencement and close of
resumed its usual course under theL sp ,-1
ed and imprisoned, and others await their Mt’- W’s. administration of it may be seen by thing
auspices of the constitution and old formot';; ' ?p
the following statement :—
trial. They are mostly old offenders.
government, to which every one in the de- L rU
No. of mails made up in the quarter
nartment
pnthtisinviti/'aUvr attached.
avtaphprl
F 7; ,fle
partment was enthusiastically
we believ
ending July 1, 1802,
151
Some Indians, encamped in the neighbour
bice, visit
Do. in the quarter ending Oct. 1,
hood of Tallahassee, Florida, a few weeks
[Isles, Ok
1827,
1082
since, for the purpose of selling venison, turNAVARINO.
islands, a
Net revenue to-the General Postkies, &c. Three white men attempted to
The
harbor
of
Navarino
lies
at
the
ndrth
ht Wahof
drive them away ; they caught one Indian Office, in the quarter ending July 1,
west corner of the M orea. It is of a roundislr hnderstar
1802,
$29 58 form, with an island lying across the mouth
and were about to flog him, and when he de
|vith doth
Do. in the quarter ending Oct. 1,
fended himself one of the men fired a charge
of it. The entrance is by the south end of the
1827,
• 236 76 island, where the passage is 600 yards wide; png comm
of buck-shot into his back which immediate
There are now 46 arrivals and 46 depart- the north entrance is too shallow for large legions-;
ly caused hls death. Two of the murderers
[has been
ures of stages and mail carriers weekly from vessels. The island is two miles long, andaL
have been arrested.
the office.
Dover, N, H. Republican.
quarter of a mile broad. The basin is six!
Two little children of Mr. Smith Tuttle,
miles in circumference. The port of Nava-J p .
A sow brought from Clinton by Mr. Joseph rino is the ancient harbor of Pylus. In the L u,ns(^
were burnt to death in Dallas, Penn, a fort
night since.—They had been put to bed by North, of this town, had forty-two pigs be seventh year of the Peloponnesian war
ari
their mother, who went to a neighbor’s house tween the.20th of April, 1825, and the 2d mosthenes, the Athenian Generai, seizedandLnt!.a ca
April,
1826
—
Augusta
Journal.
fortified
Pylus.
A
Spartan
army
immediate-1.
°
“
ow
a short time leaving in the room a dog, which
ly besiegecl him there, and part of them pass- ? ;.sileeI
it is supposed by some means communicated
ed over to the island, then Called Sphacteria, j A?s’
fire to the building. One of the children a
SEA MONSTER.
boy, had
the bed, and had his hands upon
The Fish caught sometime since near Lu for the purpose of completely blockading
his eyes, probably endeavoring to ¿find his bec, and exhibited in this town last week, as him, while the fleet watched the entrances I;J01 uee
k„^°rn’
way out. The other, a girl, remained in the a non-descript, compares exactly with the of the harbor. An Athenian fleet, at
bed.
plate of the Shark maximus, or basking Shark, entering the harbor, by both mouths attack- L6' 50rn
ed the Spartan fleet lying within and Wk.L k L’'
in Nicholson’s British Encyclopedia.
ed the whole of it. The Spartans on theisl- E
A deficit of $70,000 in the treasury of
Bangor Reg.
and, being cut off from all assistance, surreiEFut • 11
North Carolina, has. been discovered. The
dered prisonersat discretion to tlie Athenians,!
Treasurer, John Haywood, died a few weeks
—The late battle was fought on the armiver-l
since, and his son was chosen to succeed him.
sary of the great battle of Salfimis-, wljereiftl
The son ^signed On discovering the deficit,
For
the
K
ennebunk
G
azette
.
the
’Greeks defeated the Persian fleet, on the I Byone <
stating to the Legislature, that if the fact
20th of October, 480, B. C. 2306 years age,president
of his father’s defalcation had been apparent I
SURGICAL OPERATION.
May we indulge the hope that this battle isRty Sch
at the time of his election, it might have in
An operation for the cure of blindness has ap omen of an equal happy and glorious de- povernim
duced some who gave him their support, to
ha
vote differently. He is again, however, a recently been performed by Dr. Burleigh liverance for Greece.—London Paher.
Smart, of Kennebunk, on a child ©f the Rev.
I'uch,
foto
candidate for the appointment.
Lumber
Gideon Cook, of Kennebunk-port, about
five years of age ; having been entirely
A letter from an American Officer in ^Fenty,
Late letters from ll'ashington state posi blind, in both eyes, since soon after birth ; Mediterranean, received by a gentleman orBiiimane st
tively, that the affairs of the Administration and so entirely successful has the operation Philadelphia, states, that m anticipation of a I
were improving in several of the States;—!{ proved, that, although it is now little more a rupture between the combined Powers° |There '
that the late proceedings of Congress had than two months since the last operation was Europe and the Turks, two of our f>’igaIeS. fcrie-and f
awakened a spirit of inquiry in the minds of- performed, yet she readily recognizes all had taken stations at Smyrna to afford rcU bastseasoi
reflecting men, particularly in Virginia, and. objects by sight with which she has become and assistance to the Christians ©f that ci1)'Boats, bel
North Carolina, respecting the measures a- familiar, even those Which are quite small, The writer of the letter, a person, high m Lven’ v
dopted by the Executive during the List two without the aid of glasses—she distinguishes command^ intimates that if any violence ’)C|ho]e nie.
years and a half, and that the result was high very promptly passing objects in the streets
to the Christians oF(Smyrna,
tons'
ly favorable to its intelligence, uprightness, and will very readily pick a pin from the offered
American frigates will take a very active Wg the sea
American feeling, and impartiality ; and that floor.
part.—Phil. Gaz.
if.OOObbb
a change in it was Considered hazardous and
We are induced to notice this operation
-----------prions ca
inexpedient.
Centinel.
from the consideration of the eoinplete suc
At the last accounts from HavaTik, Com 1f
cess on both eyes ; and ds we are not aware
Henry Eckford, Wm. T. M’Coun, and of the operation having, ever been successful Laborne’s squadron,.consisting of one skip 0i|?3iigra
of
John P. Decatur, of New York, have been ly performed for congenital cataract, in this the line, four frigates and several small
bound over to keep the peace, for being section of the country ; although we are ap seis, was about to sail on a secret expedid°M.,Ul‘ Co
concerned in sending a challenge to Hugh prised of unsuccessful attempts having been with 3500 troops. It is supposed they niw r .ni?sk,
”
,lc v
Maxwell, District Attorney.
I occasionally made,
■ tale an attack on Carthagena,
lral’Lnss

--- <
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CONGRESS.
i
charleston dec. 14.
i A Probate Cpurt will be holden at Alfred
~------ ™iousE of Representatives.—Friday,
■
1 he two Wilson’s, (Father and Son) who ’ on Tuesday next.
. - '
21.—Among the petitions presented to- were convictecl at Waiterborough Court, i
Y virtue of license froth the Supreme
is said, are ,very
:==:===^::.E
were the following:
last November term, for the murder ofiCant.;1 J\lad Foxes, it
“7
vciy 1plenty in
Judicial Court held at Alfred, withirt
--------------r~.t, and in
Ecnne^unk-port
We havenoC^E
Barnum—Of the Marine Society Preister, and to be executed this month,1 tj n-aC^j f?>art’ . -- -and for the County of York, on the third
to thii
Newburyport, Mass.for the improvement broke jail last Saturday morning, a little be Hollis and Buxton, in this County.
Puesday of September; A. D. 1827—Will be
otyimunicafitie harbour of that town.
fore day liglrt, by boring holes through the
A large and respectable meeting of the
sold at public vendue on Wednesday thé
Publican'5 than nJ/ Mr. Reed—Of citizens of Edgartown, upper ceiling of the room in which they were citizens of Portsmouth, friendiy to the admin-;
twenty;-third day of January next, at,one
-tracted fromtv Massachusetts, for the erection of a Light confined, and made their escape. An alarm ¡stration of the general government, and op- (
»’clock P. M. at the House on the. premises;
was immediately given, when the citizens posed to the election of Gen. Jackson, was i
9th inst.
'lse<
(unless previously disposed of at private sale,)
-nt Repubf
re^erl’e^ t0 ^ie Committee on Com- promptly turned out in search for them.
held on Tuesday eveninglast, the Hon. Clem
til the right and interest of Ira Towne, Sarah
Wilson and Son made their appearance on ent Storer presiding. Delegates were apJane Towne, Oliver Perry Towne, and Ezra
MARRIED—In S
paDe°U1,1‘CeS -^e
United States’ Bank Stock.
the plantation of Charles Ash, Esq. in the vi i pointed to attend a convention to be holden Rev.
Mr. Tracy, Mr. John T. Cloutman, to Towne, nfinors and children ofEzra Towne,
lennrh
Barbour’s resolution for instructing cinity'and asked some negroes to le> them at Epping on the 20th inst.
Miss Mary Ann Waterhouse.—On the 20th late of Kennebunk, in said County, yeoma*}
•d OlCommittee of Ways and Means to report have a sheltering place of security; on which | An incendiary attempt was made to burn inst. Mr. Benjamin Babbit, to Miss Sarah A. deceased, in and to the following real es
win
and 6H1 authorizing the sale of the Seven mil one of the negroes seeing the old man had a
tate, situate in 'said Kennebunk, to wit, a
I the barn of a Mr. Kimball, of Haverbill, Marston.
fl ti Ue not0!,Ws th? United States’ Bank Stock held gun, immediately clenched and secured it, I Mass, on the evening of the 5th inst. The
In Portland, 23d inst. Mr. Henry J. Boyn tract of land in said Kennebunk, containing
aient, supp^he United States, was again taken up for and presented the muzzle to his breast, say
j fire had made but little progress, before it ton, of Cornish, to Miss Eliza H. Ciesev, of about thirty acres, with a house thereon, and
" 1 are mdeMsideration.
.
ing, “ if you move an inch, I will shoot you
bounded Northerly and Westerly by the
was providentially discovered and extin P.
i
r1’8 '
went, at considerable length,' on which declaration he stood, while one of guished.
road leading from Seth Emmorts’ lieuse tb
wim his enuniefjTa course of observations against the ex- the other hoys gave the alarm, and he was
Kennebunk Meeting-house, South-easterly
oBm.& ïœ
mber of the JonJiency of the measure proposed.—He was secured. Young Wilson, during this time
There was a general illumination of the
by land of the heirs of G. W. VX’allingford and
iper in New-EnAhOwed by Mr. Stewart, of Penn, on the made his escape.
city ot New Haven, on the evening the 19th
John
Springer and Easterly by land of said
isent National
side ; when
inst.
expressive
of
the
jov
occasioned
by
She
It is understood 60 men are out in search of
Emmons to said road, excepting from Fye
nsistent republic pr- Randolph, after a few prefatory woijds, him. The Sheriff has offered a reward of!' news of the ck « ruction of the Turkish fleet.
premises Seven eights of the mill privileg'd!
paper in thi8 ¿de a motion to lay the resolution on the ,$200 for his apprehension.—Courier,
I The house of Mr. Elizur Hinsdale, of Le
—only one eighth of the same mill pri\ ilege
ubllcan which aWe» witli the intention that it should not be
and one eighth of this mill being owned by E.è
j Roy, N. Y. was consumed by fire a few weeks
R. Adams ? The 3n taken up during the present Session,
A stranger who was at the Circus, on Wed ! since. Mrs. H. and her two daughters, aged
said minors. Also a tract of land on the op
federalists and ]wn this motion, Mr. Taylor, of N. Y.asked nesday night of last week, was accosted by a 7 and 3 years, perished in the flames. The
posite side of .said road, containing' abort'
> in the Patriot
Yeas and Nays,.and they were order- sharper, who succeeded in worming himself other members of the. family escaped .with
twenty acres, and bounded Southerly by said
iat the writers fort|]?y ^e House.
into his good graces, and after drinking to much difficulty.
’
I
road, Easterly by land of Nathaniel Smith,
DIED—
ith con-version,-.^question s was thert put, on ordering gether, induced him to take a walk with him.
and Northerly and Westerly by land of David
pt to let thejraeaR resohition to lie upon the table, and deci- After going arm in arm, very lovingly, down
A wild Deer, weighing 155 lbs.-was killed years.
Thompson jun. to said road! Also a tract of
n—and we feel di«i Yeas and Nays, as follows:
Pearl-st. the stranger expressed a desire to in Southborough, Mass, on the 20th inst.
land situate in Kennebunk-Port in said CcunMr. T
an i
nutke great allo! "
. Yeas, 79—Nays, 107/
go to his lodgings in Dean-st. and the false
ty, containing about eleven acres—bounded
Mr. Dickinson, a U. S. Senator, intends re teemed by k(o»v„,iai,)tJI uy u
its of the Patriot
Question was then taken on the adop- friend, offering to conduct him led him into
Easterly by the road leading by the house of
ionable now-a-dawk °tthe resolution, by Yeas and Nays, as the upper part of Plain-st, when with a blow signing his seat at the close of the present tor many years elected as one of their Select Benjamin Downing jun.—Northerly by land
session of Congress.
men, the duties of which office, he sustained
on the head, he brought him to the ground,
with honor to himself and to the satisfaction of Nathaniel Smith—-Westerly by land of
defied, to talk W
Yeas, 9—Nays, 174.
took from his pocket a pocket book, and then
The Hon. Daniel Webster, of
has of his friends.—His whole life has been John Walker—Southerly by land of Isaac
about the “ Rep#0
reso^ut’on was rejected,
cleared out. The man called for help, -and a arrived at Washington and taken bis Seat in marked by seriousness, sobriety and a dispo Downing and said Benjamin to said road.
i whole salvation# he House adjourned till Monday.
boy who was near, went to his assistance, and the Senate, We are glad to heaûtiia« his sition to do by all mankind as he would that
Conditions liberal and made known at thé
M’vation of its rep^j
pursuit was made after the robber, but he heath is rapidly improving.
they should do unto him, thereby fulfilling time and place of Sale;
could not be found. Fortunately there was
led entirely on
Washington, dec. 22,
• JOHN TAYLOR; Guardian.
The North Carolina Journal states, that one of the principal commands contained ih
have been muchANK OF THE UNITED STA I'ES. nothing in the book, but -some papers of no upon investigation, a reported defalcation holy writ.—-Finally, to sum up his virtues
Kennebunk^ Dec.22, T827.
was needed, ^¡¡erhaps there never was an instance of a consequence except to the owner.
exists in the Treasury of North Carolina to in a lew words, he was a man, who possessed
Alb. Daily Adv.
° appreciate the'^’e single rejection of a proposition than in
the love and confidence of his numerous ac
the amount of $69,000.
champions,”
case of that, recently discussed in the
quaintance and the friendship of all who
It is said that the delicacy of Mr. Ran knew him.—He ever possessed those liberal
New York, Dec. 19.
improper to stateiise
Representatives, and yesterday deAKEN on Execution, <11 thé
Admiral Codrington.—This officer was dolph’s health will permit him to remain at views of Christianity, which are calculated to Pb-sk, ss.
atrint
i vely negatived, for the sale of the United
right in equity which Isaac
Washington
but a few days.
‘iningfetes Shares-in the Stock of the Bank of the Captain of the Orion, in the memorable bat
fill the heart with love towards his fellow HansCuAi, jun. of*'TLebanon,
iii U
said ebunty of
'---- , '----c and that contained States. The character of the mover, tle of Trafalgar. An »English paper says:
man,
and
lift
the
soul
in
silent
adoration,
to
York, yeoman, has to rfedeein . the follow
If all the U. S. Indians, East of the Missis
ff “ Atticus,51 rehfeEed far beyond any views of speculation1 “ Had he waited another day before he de
admire
the
boundless
goodness
and
benevo

sippi, are to have lands assigned them West
ing described Real estate,
estate-, situate in said Leb
c Pountv,afewWieredesire of ’nvocat*on’ claiming great stroyed the Turkish fleet, it would have of that River—may not the Marshpee and lence of the director ot all things.—He was anon, to wi
wit,
t, fifty acres of land,
lûnd, be it more bi
or”
•hprl n/-’ in , for his motion, gives additional force to been the anniversary of the glorious victory Quoddy Indians, so long maintained by Mas long a member of the .church of the first less, with the buildings therboh, and adjoins
> although, decision. If the motion, when^irst made, in which he had a share on the 21st Oct.
parish of this town, of which he was a shining
ed every other whilst suffered to lie on the table, was of 1805, when the couritry was deprived of its sachusetts and Maine, come in for a share ? j ornament. He was beloved and respected the highway and lands 'of Ichabod Dixen,
Pal. i while living for his many virtues, and though Daniel James and others, being under the in
its commencementture t0 stiakt:
confidence of the Stock lamented naval hero, Lord Nelson,, and the
cumbrance of a mortgage to Daniel Wood,
lers in their own property, and that of maratime force of France and Spain annihila
-The Yankee inventor of the American spared to it good old age, yet his death ex Esq. and the said HanScum’s right to redeem
public in the duration and value of the ted by the British fleet under his command.” Chess Player, has, completed another admi cites the most lively sorrow at the loss of so said
property will be sold at Public Ven
:dge the polite attak °*
Bank, the decision upon it.
rable piece of mechanism,, an Automaton good a man.
due, at the store of John B. Woob, in said
Northampton. Dec. 19.
rTjnforwardingus^V-1 an£G^e not to be niisunderstood,
In Buxton, 22d inst. Eunice, daughter of Lebanon, on Saturday, the nineteenth day of
Whist Player, which has been exhibited at
A fine haul.—On the 7th inst, Sylvester Rochester, N. Y. and said to excel, in the Mr. Amos Kimball, aged 5 years
, c. . . . L’will infuse into the proprietors generally,
January next, at two o’clock afterrtoon.
ne orate pt the FiMfinto th-e foreign as well as the domestic Goodman, of Hadley, caught with a small movement of the eye-lids, the celebrated
In Castine. 12th inst. a child of Mr. David
Conditions made known at the Sale.
------ kets, that confidence which is so impornet, in Aquavitae pond, near his house, up Turk of Mr. Maelzel.
Sawyer, burnt to death, by falling into a ket
CALEB EMERY, D. Sheriff.
r. r-------- .to the beneficial operation of the Instituwards of 1100 fishes at one draught, viz. 756
tle of boiling water.
’
November 24,1827.
D. 22.
.
Was regards the country5’and to its profit Suckers, 65 large Dace, 149 perch, 176
Snow fell to such a depth as to irripede ' In Ellington, Com 8th inst. Miss Sarah
list, at Lyman, onfe results as regards the stockholders.
Thornfish, 18 fine Pickerel. Besides these the travelling, about 50 miles to the North Fenton, aged one hundred and ten.
Ty Prayer, by Re?,are glad that the question is settled; the net enclosed many which made their es ward of N. York, on the 17th and 18th inst.
non and Ordaining!80 lo"s
* remained open, it was likely cape. The fishes taken filled several corn
A Mrs. Merry, of Le Roy, N. Y. has been
ND for Sale at 3-,
BSBSXCH’S
,1
. ¿ave the effect of disturbing the regular baskets.—Hamp.Gaz.
committed to jail in Batavia, charged with
Bookstore
Ke, oi »aco.—Kightsn)ercja] operations of the country, and
having poisoned her husband, who'died on
A SERMON,
Rev. S. Locke,olLising distrust in the mind of the communiOur Yankees will have their Notions /—A
the 8th inst. and was interred the
preached at the Dedication of the Meeting
. J. Roberts, of Ke#s to
probable duration of the charter, gentleman residing in the village of Gt. Bar Saturday
day
following.
House of the second Parish in Saco, and the
of course, as to the value of the stock. rington, a warm friend of the Administration,
NEWS’. Installation of Rev. Thomas Trkcy, as their
le doubt can now remain-, we should think, and who for some years past has been, a sub
A bill has passed the House of Assembly 5HIP
Pastor.
Nov. 21, 1827,
jreofthisStateVill^^6 charter will be extended, and scriber for the Connecticut Herald, finding of South Carolina, by a vote of 71 to 42, to
Dec. 21.
, the Government will retain its interest that the Editor of that paper (AZr. Wood prohibit the instruction of persons of color in
Wednesday next, ^institution.
Nat. Int.
ward) had lately become rather too much reading and writing,
Hic-ory-ward to suit our New England cli Messrs. Carey, Lee and Carey, of Philadel KENNEBUNK, DECEMBER 29.
. THE VICE PRESIDENCY.
Il Gazette
mate, addressed him a letter on the subject phia, have received the whole of Mr. Coop
here is a good deal of conversation just a few weeks since, protesting against Jack- er’s “ Red Rover,” and will publish it before
MEMORANDA.
of patronage.
as to who are to be the leading and op- sonism, and requesting Mr. W. to send dur or on Ne w-Year’s day.
Ar. at Saco, 24th in>t. sip. Charles, Gill- LL persons indebted to the Subscriber;
ig candidates for the Vice Presidency, ing the remainder of the year, for widely he
patrick, Newburyport.
j-iL c ither.by note or account, of from three
he Opposition party, it is understood, we was paid in advance, a blank instead of a
Ar. at Newburyport, 22d'inst. schs. Lark, months to three yea*Ps standing, are request
A letter from Little Rock, Arkansas Ter
)M COLOMBIA, jvy, that Mr. Calhoun, the incumbent, printed/?aper, as the latter, according to his ritory, states that the fort, and other defences Littlefield, Wells, wohd ; Elmira, Matthews, ed to call and make payment on or before
en favoured, says febe the candidate. On the other side, va- notion, was not worth the patronage. This of cantonment Gibson, at that post are com do. do. ; sloops Rambler, Freeman, York, the 1st day of January next. By attending to
)fthe 22d inst.witlfe candidates have been named. A cor- request has been complied with, the gentle pleted, after three years labor. Much cred do.; Olive-Branch, Littlefield, Wells, do.
this Notice they will save cost. *
lana, received by feondent, to day, over a respected name, man receives his blank regularly every week, it is due to the Commanding Officer, Col.
Ar. at Boston, 26th, brig Pomona, Bettis, of
OLIVER PERKINS.
On the 13th offcioses Mr. Crawford. We have before and declares it the best Jackson paper that Arbuckle, for the .patient zeal with which he this port, Charleston, 16.
Kennebunk, Dec. 13-, 1827.
ace was receivedalt-d his name suggested, with thoscDf oth- he has had the pleasure of seeing. So it is— lias executed this important work. The quar
Ent..at New-Orleans, 28th ult. brig Ivory
tmentnf Angostura,foment men ; but, in publishing the arti out' yankees will have their notions !
ters are sufficient to accommodate a regi Lord, Lewis, of this port—at the Turn, 28th,
cle had risen en which we insert to day, we wjsh to be unJl most valuable East India Med
ment ; and the troops, having finished their ship Gen. Pike, of this pork
Stockbridge pa.
affice St. Clanco fetood as not presenting, either directly or
fatigue du|y, are now to commence a strict
icine for the cure of the
At Aquadilla, 1st inst, brig Volant, FairDlivarez the Milifrentially, our own views upon the subject,
course,of drill and discipline. During the. field, of this port, New Orleans in 19 days.
ANCIENT RELICS.
RHEUMATISM, RHEUMATIC GOUT,
expelled them thei are perfectly willing to abide whatever
last season they have raised their own vege
A
couple
of
large
Spoons
were
found
by
&c.
act of justice was earce for that office may be made by the
tables, and otherwise rendered themselves
VESSELS SPOKEN. .
uence of the illibenble. Amongst others, and not the least some persons in Montville, (Conn.) while dig as comfortable as their situation, .so remote
16th, lat. 39 20, Ion. 60 30, ship Laconia, of Extract of a Fetter from the Rev. James
ging
a
grave
near
an
Indian
burying-ground
English, dated Bengal, to hisfriend
¡pies of the two Wainent, we recognise the claims of Gen.
Portsmouth, 4 days.frorn Boston for Charles
from civilized society, will permit.
D. F. Bedwell, in Eondon.
■ticularly exhibited#ison to that station, as being supported in that town. In the place where they were
ton.
found,
there
were
the
remains
of
two
human
“ Dear Sir—Agreeably to yoiir request;
>f affection were ewthful public services, and an honest and
John Scott, a friend to the administration,
4th inst. lät. 24 37, Ion. 68, sehr. Mary Ann,
beings,
apparently
in
a
sitting
posture,
with
a
I have procured and now send you by the ship
the Constituton. My course in politics.
Ib.
has been elected Solicitor General of North
kettle containing the spoons placed between Carolina, by a considerable majority over his 9 days from Saco ,for N. Orleans.
Jaso>2, Capt. Robertson, a few pounds of the
lese individuals the!
------them. Over the grave there was the stump competitors, Mr. Morehead and Gen. R. M.
Poladelphis, or what generally goes by the
entirely tranquil, ^pt, Thofnas Ap Catesby Jones, of the of a tree, so much decayed as to afford but
name of Indian Extract, à Medicine univer
its usual course < sffip Peacock, and late from a cruise little obstruction to the digging. The spoons Saunders, late Member of Congress.
sally ésteemed among the people of India,
constitution and®Cape Horn, is now on a visit to this are of copper, overlaid with tin, handsomely
The President of Peru, Gen. Le Mar. vis
for the cure of Rheumatism. Were I to in
HOUSE JOINER,
> which every oitejm* He has been abseifonearly three years, modelled, with short handles placed on the ited the U, S. frigate Brandywine, at Puna,
nthusiastically aWifoiieve ; and
nd during his interesting ser- small instead of the large end of the bowl, as and was saluted with 21 guns. The B was to SOLICITS a share of the patronage of form you of the number of people who are
, visited the Marquisas, or Washington is now the custom, and considering the length sail from Puna Aug. 23d. The Vincennes Kz? the people of this place in his line of daily relieved and cured by this Valuable
i, Oleaheite, and several of the Society of time they must have remained in the earth, was in the Guyaquil river.
business.—The smallest favors gratefully ac remedy, it would require more time than I
NAVARINO.
__ two
______
___________
ids, and passed some
or three
months were in very good keeping.
knowledged. He may be found at the old am able to bestow. Indeed, the effect of this
On the 14th inst. at Quebec, the thermom shop opposite the dwelling house of Messrs. Medicine is so immediate, in Rheumatism
f Navarino lies attVahoo, one of i»he Sandwich Group. We
you would in sortie cases suppose it acted
eter was at zero.
Stevens and Low.
iheMorea. Itisotaifostand that Capt. Jones was charged
almost like a charm in removing the painful
Dec.
29»
land lying across duties highly important to our increas'Fhe Baltimore papers inform us that the
'Fhe first steam engine ever erected in No
disease. The difficulty, however, in procur
rance isbythesouth^ommercial interests in these far remote steam ship Robert Fulton has been sold to va Scotia, is now in full work at the Albion
ing the Extract, will for many years retard
he passage is 600 yJfbns-; and that the trust confided to him the government of Brazil, and brought the Mines in Pictou.
its general circulation. It being obtained
mce is too shallow been executed to the entire satisfaction sum of one hundred and fifty two thousand
from a Shrub growing on the rnountains of
A severe shock of an earthquake was felt
stand is two miles Me Government.
JVa;, Int.
milreas. Under judicious management this
LL persons indebted to the Subscriber Tibet, in the Berman Efnpire of India, and.
ile broad. The
------vessel would be a most important auxiliary at St. Thomas on the morning of the 30th ult.
on account, are hereby notified that held in so much repute by the Natives*
fference. TliepoiVi^f^^ Cargo.-—The steam boat Rich to the blockading squadron of the La Plata,
that to part with it is like parting with their
their accounts, however small in amount,
'Fhe Sugar crop in Barbadoes is expected
ent harbor of PyW d, arrived yesterday ¡Tom Poughkeepsie,
to be greater this year than any one since must be settled and paid befcte the first day existence. 'The usùat mode of taking it is in
' the Peloponnesian® a cargo of about 400 tons, consisting of
the for hi of Pills. I shall use all my endeav
A SOUL WANTED.
of
February
next.
Notes
due
the
Subscriber
1816—17.
: Athenian Generayfoiiowing articles : 500 dead hogs, 600
<f $100 reward. The above reward will be
of three months standing must also be paid ours to send you a constant supply.”
A Spartanarmv^sheep, 60 live oxen, 1 horse, 3000 gee~Se, paid to any one that will find a passage in the
It appears, by an authentic estimate made before that time.
• B. PALMER.
Dr. Clarke, of New-York, in a letter to the
n there, and partd>eys, fabbits, quails, partriges, ducks, Bible that will prove that man has an Immor recently in London, that no fewer tlum fif
Dec. 29._____________________________ _ agent of the Proprietor concludes by saying:
island, then called Wens, &c. 200 saddles of mutton, a quan- tal Soul, and forward it to the Subscriber in teen thousand boys, between the ages of eight
“
Every
class of people will find in the Indian
;e of completely, n'bf beef, 2500 bushels oats, 500 do. rye, 500 Salina Village.
and fifteen, live by theft, in that capita^.
Extract a cheap and valuable remedy for the
: fleet watched tbeff;orn, 500. do. barley, 200 bbls, flour, 100
GEORGE
BROOKS. i
Good Lu-ck.—An inhabitant of Corfu,
An Athenian iW1 corn meal, 40'0 bushels walnuts, 40 bun- ' Salina, Vt. Get. 21, 1827.
WEN BURNHAM’S property, includ Rheumatism. I have generally found from
who recently returned from Spitsbergen, af
ing notes, accounts' &c. isFassigned to one to two boxes have produced a cure, and
irbor,by both mouthshay^ 8C*qo horn tips, 5000 lbs. casting, 120
inone instance a gentleman who came under
ter an absence of 28 years, found his wife in
fleet lying w’^hjnan” butter, aTKj sundry other articles ofprome for the benefit of his ilreditors. All per
f it. The Spartans®;. The R. also brought 80 passengers,
A letter from Wm. Pinkney, Esq. dated good health, but the wido w of three husbands. sons indebted to him are called upon to make my care, labouring under obstinate chronic
immediate payment, as the business must be Rheumatism, attended with all the sympKey West, Nov. 20, contains .the following
off from all asststW
Mer. Adv.
turns of approaching consumption, by comsettled without delay.
sat discretion tout
-------directions for the N. W. passage between
Persons having demands against him are tinuing the use of the Pills, both diseases
Key West and the Mule Keys, into the Bay
In the Burmese war, now waging, General
:tle was fought on ® j
j NDIAn SC HOOLS.
were completely removed, and I am of opin
at battle of Salanffi. one the documents accompanying the of Mexico, by which it appears that vessels Etga-Eaha-de-pa.de--'won-sheng‘-darig~-niang requested to present them.
ion, that this medicine will prove a valuable
Office
over
the
Store
of
Daniel
Wise
Sc
Co.
drawing
12
feet
water,
bound
from
the
north

-yceman-ameng-la-yoza,
sends
orders
to
one
feated the
ident’s message, itappears that there are
remedy in complaints of the chest, as well as
J. E. LITTLEFIELD.
r, 480, BSchools maintained by the General ward ta New,Orleans, Mobile, &c. may by of his subalterns, General Ilda-Scheha-noRheumatism and Gout.
Kennebunk, Dec. 29.
ze the hope thaW,5>rnmcnt, among the Indians and else- these directions, avoid the tedious and circu heb-lama-Schetz-cheng-dab, by his aid, Guer From Dr. Reed, of Bedford county.
maiiam-al-edadehad, to charge one ot the en
eoual happy an(* C’U, having 1296 pupils ; the expense of itous passage around the Tortugas.
There is in my neighbourhood a gentleman
“ Bring the Light House on Key West, to emy’s divisions. An active army would put
Ji-eece.—for the year, has been $7000. The
who has been heavily afflicted with Rheuma
>er
Teachers is one hundred and bear S. E. run N. W. which will carry you the long-named host to route, while General
tism for many years. He has been using the
ty, who are furnished exclusively by between the Banks in the Channel : As you Etga, Sic. was speaking the name of his sub
Panacea, to the amount of six or seven bot
approach the Bar, there is a small middle altern.
m an American u%,ne societies.
tles, without any effect ; on seeing the Polaground with nine feet water. Go either side
,, received by ^
-----QUANTITY of Plastc r of Parris in •lelphis advertised, he got a friend to call for
lumps, and in casks ready for grinding, a box of the pills, which he is using, and re
states, Ibat .ib ,',,e jlave
employed open Lake of it, and cross the bar in 12 feet water. , A Danish fisherman lately caught in the
on the bar, the Light House on Key ;
will be sold at Auction on Saturday,the fifth
veen^the com
from the port of Buffalo, during the While will
bear by compass S. E. by S.— Baltic an enormous salmon, round the throat day of January next, at the old Brick Store, ceiving much benefit from it ; and I am of
he Turks, tw
|jeagOn, forty six schoonersand five steam j1 West,
an opinion that one or two boxes^ more will
About 8 miles from the northern Mule Key, of which was tied a sort of amulet, with an so called. Sale at 4 o’clock, P. M.
lion’s at SmpT rii;, belonging to the United States, and the N. E. side of the bar is broken ground, tique characters engraved thereon. The
produce a radical cure. I believe it to be a
B.
PALMER.
to the Christia
vessels belonging to Canada. The having only 9 feet of water on the knolls, the Academy of Copenhagen had declared the
valuable medicine.
J. R. M. D.
Dec. 29.
the letter, aJmeasurement of the Q. States vessels S. E. side is clear and the soundings regular. characters to be Punic, signifying ‘k Fish, you
“ This medicine,” says Dr. Winder, of Sa
jmates that 11 ^’Itons, and the ..i ole number of trips dur- When you bring the West end ofthe north were once my prisoner, but merciful as skil
lem, “ is one of the best ever introduced to
j Christ’3118 0 a^jpe season, to various places, 518. About ern Mule Key, open with a Key bearing 8. ful, the great arid powerful Erik restores you
he public ; in the hands of the East Indians .
gates ill
y bbls, of salt constitute one item of the W. from it, you have passed the bar—and to the sea deities ; return thanks, therefore,
■ t is known only as a cure for Rheumatism,
laz.
us cargoes.
to
Odin.
”
This
is
expressed
in
five
lines
of
nut since it has been in the hands of Europe
the latter direction, will enable vessels com.ing from the Westward into Key West har poetry, below which there is another inscrip
OST oil the road leading from Saco tc an and American Physicians it has been as
from fiâ’^IGRATlON OF THE GrFEK INDIANS.— bor, to enter the Channel by running with tion, the meaning of which has not yet been JLl Kennebunk, on Wednesday afternoon certained that Scurvy, obstinate Coughs, and
accoun-s
of(lteact oj?
jetter ¿jatecj Tuscumbia, Nov. the above named 2 Islands open until you discovered. It appears, according to com last, a (JUN. Any person who may find sak Approaching Consumption, have yielded ta
-, and
‘nd young
'ou"s have 24 fathoms, and the Light upon Key mon report, that the Salmon was first caught Gun shall be generously rewarded by leaving ;ts influence.”
Price $1 5:0, per box—-Sold by J. LILLII|S
scCrettftosh, with about 800 Indians, are here West bearing B. E. then run for the Key before the Kingdoms of Norway, Denmark, it at the GazetTe Office, Kennebunk.
Kennebunk.
'n“-!
waiting for water conveyance West Light, keeping near the bank which and Sweden, were converted to Christianity:
STEPHEN BILLINGS.
Dec. 10,1827.
Berwick, Dec. 26, 1827.
1 can be distinctly seen,”
JlnCartW«' kans;
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SherifFs Sale.
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JOHN STEWART,

A

Particular Notice.

O

Plaster of Parris, at
Auction.

1

TBŒÏ WOATS,

Sheriff’s Sale.

AKEN on Execution and to be
York, ss.
sold at Public Auction,
on Monday, rhe 7th day of January, 1828, at
: wo o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwelling
house of the subscriber in Alfred, all the
right iij equity which Andrew Conant of Ai
red, in said county, esquire, has to redeem
the following described real estate.
LOT No. 1. A tract of land with the
buildings thereon, situated in said Alfred, and
being part of the homestead farm of said
Conant, containing forty acres, more or less,
THE DIAL OF FLOWERS.*
bounded thus, beginning at the road at the S.
E. corner of laud of Wm. Parsons, thence by
BY MRS. HEMANS.
said Parsons’ land, south westerly to the riv
*TWAS a lovely thought to mark the hours, er,
thence by the river to Swett’s bridge, (so
As they floated in light away,
called) at the road leading by said Conant’s
By the opening and the folding flowers
house to Sanford, thence by said road to the
& That laugh to the summer’s day.
county road leading to Kennebunk, thence on
said last mentioned road to land ofBenj.J.
Thus had each moment its own rich hue
Herrick, thence round said Herrick’s Tariff to
And its graceful cup or bell,
the road aforesaid, thence by said road
In whose coloured vase might sleep the dew, to- the beginning. The above tract of
Like a pearl in an ocean shell.
land with the omldings is under the in
cumbrance of a mortgage to John Holmes
To such sweet signs might the time have Esq. for the'sum of six hundred and ten dol
flow’d
lars and sixty-fixe cents, dated Nov, 2.7,1828,
In a golden current on,
with, annual interest, 'also another mortgage
Ere from the garden man’s first abode,
to said Holmes for one hundred and thirty
The glorious guests were gone.
two dollars and interest, dated -6th June,
1826.
So might the days have been brightly told—
LOT No. 2. A tract, of land in said Al
Those days of song and dreams—
fred containing one hundred and twenty aWhen shepherds gather’d their flocks of old, cres, more or less, bounded thus, beginning
By the blue Arcadian streams.
at the road south of Swett’s bridge, (so cal
led) at the centre of middle branch of MouSo in those isles of delight that rest
sum river, and running by said road southerly
Far oft’in a breezeless main,
'to land of Lemuel Foss, thence by said Foss’
Which many a bark, with a weary, quest,
land to land of Abel iMcGregory, thence
Hath sought, but still in vain.
south-easterly by said McGregory to the
eastern branch of Mousifm river, thence up
said river following its course, until it meets
Yet is not life in its real flight,
Mark’d thus—even thus—on earth,
said middle branch, on Littlefield’s stream (so
By the closing of one hope’s delight,
called,) thence by the last named river, to
the place begun at. The tract last mention
'And another’s gentle birth ?
ed, or No. 2. is under the incumbrance of a
mortgage to David Hall and Alvah Conant,
Oh ! let us live, so that flower by flower
of Alfred, to-secure the payment of five hun
Shutting in turn may leave
dred and ninety eight dollars and twenty-five
A lingerer still for thé sunset hour,
cents, with annual interest, dated Oct. 16,
A charm for the shaded eve.”
1826.
LOT No. 3. A tract of land in said Alfred,
* “ This dial was, I believe formed by Lin
naeus, and marked the hours by the opening containing thirty acres, more or less, and.
nnd closing, at regular intervals, of the pow bounded thus, beginning at the cornerbf Jo
seph Clark’s land at the road, and running
ers arranged in it.”
south-easterly to land of Thomas White,
thence by said White’s land to the road lead
PROMTS
ing by said White’s house, thence by said
last mentioned road, to the Kennebunk road,
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, thence bv the road last said, to the beginning.
within and for the County of York, on the
LOT No. 4. Also another tract of land in
first Tuesday in December', in the year oj Alfred, containing ten acres, more or less,
our l^ord eighteen hundred and twenty- beginning at th-e corner of Thos. White’s
seven.
land, on the road, thence running by said
HARLES BRADBURY, administrator White’s land westerly to the river, thence
of the ‘estate of Stephen Towne, (ate northerly up said river to an elm tree, being
of Kennebunk-port, in said county, esquire,
the cornei' of George Burnham’s kind, thence
deceased, having presented his account of by said Burnham’s land to the road, thence
administration of the estate of said deceased, southerly by said road to the beginning.
for allowance :
LO I' No. 5. One, undivided half of the
ORDERED, That the said administrator Carding Machine and the privilege of water
give notice to all persons interested, by caus to carry the same, and the building in which
ing a copy of this order to be published three it is placed, owned in common with the heirs
weeks successively fo fbe Kennebunk €ra- of Charles Griffin, Esq. deceased. Lots
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, numbered three, four and five, are under the
that they may appear at a Probate Court to incumbrance of a mortgage to John Conant,
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the Esq. of Alfred, to secure the payment of six
first Tuesday in February next, at ten of the hundred and fifty-four dollars with annual in
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any terest, dated October 16th, 1826.
they have, why the same should not be al
LOT No. 6. ’ A tract of laud in said Alfred,
lowed.
,
containing three acres, more or less, with the
JONAS CLARK, Judge. . buildings thereon, bounded southerly by the
A true Cohy—Attest,
~
read leading to Kennebunk, southerly and
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg r.
easterly by land of Samuel Clark, and north
Dec. 8.
erly by land of Jeremiah Goodwin and Board
man Johnson, Esqrs. being the same mes
Court of Probate held at. Kennebunkr suage now occupied by Rev. Nathan Doug
Within and for the County of York, on the lass, under ■ the incumbrance of a mortgage
first Tuesday in December, in the year of to Charles W. Williams and William Lord
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty of Kennebunk, to secure th£- payment of
seven.
,
_„T __r
three hundred and eighty one dollars and
"ST evi Barnard and John W. \, eeks, twenty six cents, dated December 6, 1827.
S
executors of the last will and testament
LOT No. 7. 'A tract of land in Lyman,
of Alexander Ramsay, late ofFryeburg, in the containing thirty acres, more or less, adjoin
county of Oxford, physician, deceased, hav ing land owned by the Society of Shakers, of
ing presented their account of administration Tnom-as Sands, of John Say ward, Jr. and John
of the estate of said deceased, for allowance: Low, Esq. anu being the same tract of land
ORDERED, that the executors give no said Conant purchased of Caleb Lassek
tice to all persons interested, by causing
LOT No. 8-. A tract of land in Alfred, be
a copy of this order to be published three
at the southerly corner of land of
w icks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, ginning
J. Herrick, by the’ road, thence by the
p inted at Kennebu nk, in said county of York, Benja.
road fo the eastern branch of Mousum river
chat they may appear at a Probate Court thence
by said river to land of saiff Herrick’
to be held at Alfred, in sai<i county, on the and
by'said Herrick to the beginning. Lots
first Tuesday in January next, at ten of the numbered
seven ami eight are under "the in
clock in the forenoon, and shew, cause, if any cumbrance of a mortgage to Benjamin J. Her
they have, why the same should not be al rick, of Alfred, to secure the payment of two
lowed.
hundred and fifty dollars, with "annual inter
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
est, dated January 294h, 1827.
A true Cohy—Attest,
LOT No. 9. A tract of land in Alfred,
WM.. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
containing twenty acres, more or less, bound
Dec. 8;
ed as follows : beginning at Swett’s bridge.
Probate held at Kennebunk, on tbe easterly side thereof, thence down said
Jit a 'ourt foffor
the
County of York, on M<?Ls(ream > t0 tl\e eastern branch of Mousum
within ana
------------. >> 3 -j.iin—the
____
thence
bv said
eastern
hrnnrk
river,
thence
by said
eastern
branch to the
first Tuesday /in December,
year river,
'our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty Kennebunk road, thence by said road and
road leading to Sanford to the beginning.
seven..
LOT No. 10. tine other parcel of real es
ohn Miller and Lynthia M. Gould,
administrators on the estate ot '1 homas tate, being all said Conant’s right,, title and
interest in the Saw-mill hnd Grist-mill, with
F, Gould, late of Kennebunk-port, in sard
County, deceased, having presented their ac the privileges belonging to the same. Said
count of administration,.of the, estate of said mills are known by the name of Conant’s
mills in Alfred.
•
deceased, for allowance t
The real estate described in numbers nine
ORDERED, That the said .administrators
and
ten,
together
with
those numbered one
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three and eight, are under the incumbrance of a
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga-. mortgage to John Conant and Joseph Emer
zette, printed, at Kennebunk, in said county, son, to secure the payment of six hundred
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to and fourteen‘dollars wjth annual interest, dat
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the ed Jan. 30, 1827.
BENJA. J. HERRICK, Deh. Sheriff.
first Tuesday in February next, at ten of the
Alfred, Nov. 23, 1827.
clock in the forenoon and shew cause, if any*
they have, why thé same should not be allow
ed.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Jl true Cohy—Attest,
Foææ’ ss flpAKEN on Execution and will
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
’ ’ ‘ " JL be sold at Public Auction,
Dec. 8.
on Monday, the 31st day of December next,
at two o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwel
ling-house of Peter Frost, Innholder, in
Vv'aterborough, all the right in equity which
pipHE undersigned having been appointed Cummings Thompson, of sard Waterborough,
by the JIon. Jonas Clark, Judge of has to redeem a tract of land with the build
Probate for the County of York, Commission ings thereon, situated in said Waterborough,
ers to receive and examine the claims of the and adjoining land of Moses Burnham, and is
ct-editors to>t^e estate of
the same on which said Cummings Thomp
son now lives, and under the incumbrance of
MOSES HEMMENWAY,
a mortgage to Josiah Brown.
ate (jf Shapleigh, in said county, esquire, de
BENJA. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
teased, and the term of six months being alAlfred, Nov. 30, 4 827.
cowed said creditors for bringing in their
claimsffucl proving the same—hereby give
-notice,, that they will extend that service at
the h'use of Widow Maria Hemmcnwhy,'^
Shapleigh, on. the last Tuesday of December
F A SUPERIOR QU AL
fost. apd of the five following months from
ITY, for sale at the Ken
.two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
nebunk Port Distillery, by
JOHN BODWELL,
I CommissionEDWARD B REMiCH. $
ers.
Shapleigh, Dec. 7,1827.

T

€

J

Sheriff’s Sale.

Commissioners’ Notice.
j§

N. E. RUM,
O

J. G. PERKINS.

[ IVmteEs XoVice—Extra.

Commissioners* Notice. School Books

HE subscribe r wishing to settle all his ac
HE undersigned having been appointed
counts of more than one year’s standing,
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of
calls on all persons having'acccunts open with
Probate for the County of York, Commission
hitn to settle the same immediately.—From
those who can pay the balance due, he will ers to receive and examine the Claims of the
cheerfully and thankfully receive it—from creditors to the estate, of
IJAS FOR SALE a large assortment’
those who cannot make it convenient at this
THOMAS WARDEN.,
I
time to pay the balance due, he will receive late of Wells, in said county deceased, and JtLJIL School Books and Stationary
their Notes. But a settlement he must have the term of six months being allowed said will be sold at fair prices for Cash, or on a?
with every one with whom he has an ac creditors for bringing in their clamis and prov- sonable credit.
count open, as he believes in the old adage, ing the same, hereby give notice, that they
iTT^Country Traders will find itadvantJ
that “ short settlements make long friends,” will attend that service at the house of Capt. .ous to call and examine his stock, as so
As many of his accounts have been standing 'Theodore Eldridge in Wells, o'n the first arrangements have -been made, as’enahl'
from four to eighteen years, he conceives it Monday of December and the five following him to sell by the quantity at Boston J
high time that such accounts weie attended months from two to five o’clock, in the aitcr- sale prices—& several works which he J
to ; and assures such delinquents that all noon.
lishes can be afforded much cheaher.
who neglect this Notice beyond the 10th day
Kennebunk, Oct. 12,1827.
*
JOSHUA HUBBARD 7 Gommissionof January next, will find their accounts in
ENOCH FURBISH, j .
ers.
the hands of an Attorney for collection.
Wells, Nov. 27, 1827.
JAMES K. REMI CH.
Kennebunk, Dec. 7,1827.
A DISCOURSE on being born asain'
THE’undersigned having been appointed
A -By Mrs. Barbauld.—PriceU .
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of and A dialogue on providence, faith. J
AKEN on Execution, and Probate, for the County of York, Com prayer.”—Price 4 cents—Interesting and J
York, ss.
will be sold at Public missioners to receive and examine the claims structive pamphlets—Just published andfI
Auction, on Monday, the fourteenth day of of the creditors to the estate of
sale at
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore I
January next, at the Store now occupied by
Nov. 2.
WILLIAM BURLEIGH,
Jonathan Downing, in Waterliurough, at
twelve of the clock, noon ; All the right in late of South-Berwick, in said County, Es
equity which Elliot R. Bowdoin has to re quire, deceased, and the tei;m of six months
deem the Farm on which he now lives, situ being allowed said Creditors for bringing in
ated in Waterborough—the same being un their claims and proving the same—Hereby
der the incumbrance of a Mortgage deed to give notice that they will attend that service WSTANTED 300 Bushels Flax Seed J
at the office of John A. Burleigh, Esquire, ¥ v
which a fair price will be paid 1»
Daniel add William Bowdoin,
in said South-Berwick, on the second Thurs
GREENOUGH, BODWELL Co. I
JESSE GILMAN,Deffy Sheriff.
day of this gnd the five following months, November 17.
Alfred, Nov. 30, 1827.
D 8.
from two to five o’clock in the afternoon,
ft»
-
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tionary.

T
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New Publications.'

Commissioners’ Notice.

Sheriff’s Sale.

Flax Seed.

- Notice.

TglHE Subscriber intending to close his
JL business in the Spring, offers his re
maining

fStock of Goods

Sheet Lead.

South-Berwick, Nov. 6, 1827.

Good Chance
For an industrious Trader.
B JL

at reduced prices.
rWlHE Stand owned by the SubAil debts, either by note or account, which
scriber, with House, Store
are not paid on the first of MARCH, will be
24 by 36, Wood House, Barn,
left with an Attorney for collection,
Chaise House and Stable, all con
JOS. G. MOODY.
nected together, with a wood yard separate
Dec. 8.
___________
_ from the Garden, and a fine well of water,
situated opposite the Hay Scales, and in the
centre of business are offered for sale. As
this method to inform his friends and the the Manufacturing business will, no doubt, go
public, that he has recently purchased MR. on rapidly next year, a better stand for busi
JAMES G. WILSON’S patent of cutting ness is not frequently offered. The subscri
garments-he has also receix ed the latest Fall ber is selling goods at reduced prices, and
and Winter fashions from New-York, by calls on those indebted to make payment,
whichn he hop
hopes to give satisfaction to all who that he may be enabled to keep his Store
well furnished with Good Articles, ’till he
favour
m ay —
----- him
----- with
— their
----- custom.
,
disposes of his real estate, when he will close
SAMUEL MENDUM.
by Public Auction.
Kennebunk, Dec. 1.
N. B. On hand a lot of good laying SHIN
GLES.

The Subscriber takes

DRUGS & PAINTS.”

COMPLETE assortment of the above
articles, just received from Boston, are
for sale on good terms by

A

Remember the Debts. JCO

S. L. OSBORN.
Kennebunk, Nov. 21, 1827.

JOHN' LILLIE.

iFor Sale by
Stray Heifer. T

KIN SHEET LEAD suitable for J
ing Chimney’s—for Sale by
GREENOUGH, BODWEU & Co.
November 17.

A

’“WW^GOODiT
J. G. PERKINS,

TOTAS just made a large addition of J
goods to his stock comprising a a
assortment of Broad Cloths, Habit CM
Pelisse Cloths, Cassimeres, &c.
ALSO India Rubber Over shoes of theM
quality.
Nov. 3, ,

JUL

Cotton Wadding
FOR Mandarines, great coats,
sale by
o
’
Nov. 3.

J. G. PERKI<
OFFERS FOR SMÙ
WHHDS. Prime Retailing M(
LASSES.
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 1, 1827.

Nov. 23,1827.

J. K. KEMICH, Kennebunk,
HOMAS* & Miniature Almanacks, and
the Christian Calendar.

into the Enclosure of
^-2 R)e Subscriber on the 1st
dayof July last, a HEIFER, The N*ew-England Almanac and
about 2 years old.—The owner
Masonic Calendar.
rn~y mUv uer by proving property and pay
This work is on a new and improved plan,
ing- emerges.
JOSHUA HATCH.
and is said to contain more useful and correct
Kennebunk, Dec. 7, 1827.
information than any Almanac ever published
in New-England. Part of the extra informa
tion it contains, in addition to what is usually
HE Subscribers having made a new ar found in works of this nature is, New and use
rangement in their business find.it ne ful Astronomical Calculations—Important
cessary that their Book Accounts should Tables
be
relating to the Tides—Lists of Offi
closed oy the first of January next.—All per cers in the U. S. Government, and of each
sons indebted are requested to attend to the of the New-England States—Lists of Officers
above without further Notice.
of the Grand Lodges, their times and places
GREENOUGH & BOD WELL.
of meeting, together with the names, loca
November 17,1827.
tion, and times of meeting of the Subordinate
Lodges, in New-Engiand, &c. &c. The time
of High Water has been calculated for near a
hundred different places, and the very impor
tantcorrections depending on the difference of
Of BALES .of Prime quality for Sale by
the
right ascension of the Sun and Moon, and
GREENOUGH, BODWELL & Co.
the distance of the latter from the Earth,
November 17.
have been applied. The best recommenda
tion of the work is in the work itself.—Price
12| cents. Liberal discounts to traders.
Dec, 8.
HE subscriber having contracted with
the Overseers of the Poor for the town
of Wells, for the support of all the Paupers
belonging to said town for the current year ;
he therefore hereby forbids all -persons har
boring or trusting any of said Paupers ou his
account, (excepting those persons with whom
be has made special agreements to suppoit
any of said Paupers) as 1 shall pay no bills of
the like kind alter this.date.
HE Subscriber offers for sale a general
JOSIAS LITTLFIELD.
assortment of HATS, viz :
1 Case Superfine ; do. fine ;
p s ahjpersons are forbid 4L
do. Imitation Beavers.
harboring or trusting Martha Buzzell, wife
—ALSO—
of Theodore Buzzell, on account of the above
subscriber, as no expenses or bill of her con A large lot of low priced Napt and Felt
tracting will be paid.
Wells, Nov. 24, 1827.
ly.
which will be sold as low as can be bought in
Boston, or elsewhere, for Cash, Country Pro
duce or approved, credit, by

Particular Notice.

T

JOS. G. MOODY

Jv

Bridgewater
Collection of Sacred Misidl
Woodbridge’s Geography and Atlas ;&|
burn’s Arithmetick ; Cummings’ Istk!
sons ; and an additional supply of Stationär
Just received and for sale at '

A

J.K. REMICH’S Bookstmi

Nov. 2.

.Attorney’s Notice.
TRISTRAM GILMAJ

Si

Attorney and Counsellor at hi

' Office at WELLS,
County of York
October 27, 1827. .

3m. ‘

&

Buffalo Hobes.
25

Notice.
T

HÄTS

ÍTUII (IIN'I’MI ' i
37 1-2

W

HEATON’S noted ITCH QIN

MENT, which has stood the K
against all other ointment, the price!
which has1 been reduced from 50 toi|
cents.

...ALSO...

Dr. Davenport's Billions II

T

For the time these Pills have been ofc,
to the public, the sale of them has excd
the most sanguine expectations of tliejr
prietor, which may be fairly consideid
acknowledgement of their many virtues,
They are very justly esteemed for tkii
mild and safe operation as a cathartic«!
cases where one is necessary—Theyaif.
safe, and sovereign remedy in all billicusi
vers, pains in the head, stomach and bow j
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, W
E. GOULD. and billious cholic—they are likewiseaiu
tidote against infectious diseases, re®«
obstructions-of every kind by dissolvings
JUST RECEIVED discharging the morbid matter, helping! ,
A good assortment of
gestion, restorfog a lost appetite—a sure! |
—LIKEWISE—
lief for costive habits. They are so acts I;
modated to all seasons and hours, that ft.
maybe taken in summer or winter, ata |
time of the day, without regard to did i|
hindrance of business. Their operation is
WANTED, 500 Fox Skins, gentle and effectual, that by experienceti
FOR SALE BY
for which Cash will be paid. He also pays are found to excel any other physic.herd
fore offered to the public.
tos
cash for all kind of Furs.
The genuine are covered. with a cbf
Kennebunk, Dec 7,1827.
Nov. 17.
plate, with the design of the Good Sa®'
tan, and the agents name thereon,
—ALSO—
GALLS, of a very superior qualL
Wheaton'
’
s
Jaundice Bitt^
AJ QUANTITYof OOHUSH-HOOT,
ty, just received and for sale by

. .

HATS,

SOCKS, OIL

Ltadies’ Venitian Socks,

Winter Strained Sperm
©111,

Fur and Hair Seal

caps.

. a. moosair.

Wanted,

’ BLACKSWKE ROOT,
for which a liberal price will be given by the
subscriber.

3o\wt IwUie.
Nov. 23, 1827.

To Let.
S’
lately
S
T
TJj

HE TOHIS
occupied
by Mr. tephen owne, at
lfcKlL Kennebunk-Port.
Enquire of HENRY CLARK, Esq.
Kenneb unk-Po rt.
Oct.. 6..

Winter Strained Oil.

8 0? Ar
Dec. 8.

Greenough,, Bodwe.ll fy Co.
_______ ,

.__________ .

37 1-2
Davenport's Celebrated Eye

A fresh supply of the above is kept in &
UNITARIAN TRACT—No. 15.
nebunkby J. LILLIIi.—in Wells byNJ1'
OR sale by J. K.
T ract rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale and G. C«',
No. IS, of the American Unitarian As Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by tlieFq
sociation— On the Doctrine of Pronouns. gists in ‘ Portland and Boston, r.nd bysd
By Noah Worcester, D. D.
persons’ in the principal town'sfromMi
Dec. 7.
to Georgia.
Oct; 1, 1-825.
eoivly.

F

CHEESE.
QftAB
OUVV LBS‘

of Vermont CHEESE
for sale by
LORD & KINGSBURY.
Kennebunk, Nov. 10th, 1827.,

Blanks. .
A good assortment of W,;
Blanks for sale at this Office

;

tie
18;
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